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18.1

Introduction

Large-scale computing platforms and current networking technologies enable
sharing, selection, and aggregation of highly heterogeneous resources for solving
complex real problems. Opportunistic grids are distributed platforms built out of
the available resources (volunteers or donors) of an existing hardware platform that
harvest the computing power of nondedicated resources when they are idle. Internet
opportunistic grids are designed to take advantage of the capabilities of thousands
or millions of desktop computers distributed through the Internet. On the other
hand, institutional opportunistic grids involve the use of hundreds or thousands of
computers available in a single organization or institution. In both opportunistic
grid types, on the volunteer or donor desktops, an agent is executed to control,
manage, and monitor the execution of grid tasks. Two main approaches are used to
execute the agent:
•

•

A desktop client runs an executable program to provide access to a set of
resources of the desktop in a limited manner.
A client executes a virtual machine, which is used to isolate and limit the execution environment required to execute the grid tasks.

In this last approach, isolation of both environments is critical; therefore, the use of
virtualization is a promising approach.
Scalable Computing and Communications: Theory and Practice, First Edition. Samee U. Khan,
Lizhe Wang, and Albert Y. Zomaya.
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According to the TOP500 Supercomputer Sites [1], Latin American countries do
not provide sufficient dedicated clustering infrastructures compared with the United
States or Europe. Dedicated clusters are expensive. Therefore, for these countries
to provide a certain level of high-performance computing (HPC), they may use
existing resources available at universities or companies. For universities, computer
labs are underused resources to take advantage of. In the case of Universidad de
los Andes, dedicated clusters are composed of less than 200 cores. If we take into
account that all of the available computer labs can provide more than 2000 cores,
an opportunistic grid infrastructure could be a good approach. To implement this
approach, some issues need to be studied beforehand, such as the impact of energy
consumption, isolation of the owner-user (e.g., the human user currently using the
hardware) and grid service (i.e., the grid task) environments, and the division of
resources between these two environments, keeping in mind that owner-users have
priority over any grid computing environment. Moreover, energy consumption is
another important concern; it is essential nowadays to provide a mechanism that is
also energy-efficient. Virtual machines are a natural solution to provide complete
isolation between both environments, namely, grid computing and owner-user ones.
Virtualization provides mechanisms that guarantee the properties mentioned above;
however, hardware resources must be shared between these two environments in
such a way that both kinds of users have sufficient resources required to perform
their tasks, and the energy efficiency of using virtualization to provide HPC environments executed on commodity desktops is still in doubt.
In this work, we exploit a virtualization technique used and tested on an existing
opportunistic grid infrastructure, termed UnaGrid, to share resources between
desktop computers and grid computing environments. We show that using this technique leads to a reduction of energy consumption with regard to using a dedicated
computing architecture and, furthermore, improves its scalable performance.
18.2

Related Work

Over the years, desktop grid systems have been working as a particular kind of
volunteer computing system, where the computing resources are provided by individuals and have become among the largest distributed systems in the world [2].
Nowadays, there are several approaches to classify desktop grid systems, moreover
to visualize them in an energy-efficient opportunistic grid environment. Therefore,
we must take into account three factors: scalable opportunistic grids, virtualization
technologies, and energy consumption in opportunistic grids.
18.2.1

Scalable Opportunistic Grids

Scalability is one of the most important goals that must be met to make building
a desktop grid worth the effort. In other words, scalability refers to the capability
of the system to adapt to any change in infrastructure, location, or management.
Therefore, the scalability in one system can be identified by at least three
components:
1. numerically or with respect to its size; that is, the feasibility to add more users
and resources to the system [3]
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2. geographically scalable; that is, the distance between the farthest nodes within
the system
3. administrative scalability; that is, the ability to manage even if it encompasses
many independent administrative organizations [4].
Opportunistic grids or desktop grid and volunteer computing systems (DGVCSs)
have allowed the aggregation of millions of partially computing resources for different scientific projects. Initial projects such as Worm [5] and Condor [6] focused
on taking advantage of the idle resources available in an organization. With the
massive growth of the Internet, projects such as GIMPSs |citeMers2009 and SETI
@home [7] have begun to use the capabilities of volunteers around the world for
executing single-purpose applications. The Distributed.net cite Distri2009 and
BOINC [8] projects were designed to support the execution of multiple-purpose
applications over an Internet infrastructure whose resources are managed or
controlled by a central organization. When grid computing emerged as a large and
scalable computing solution that allowed the integration of resources of different
organizations, projects such as Bayanihan.NET [9], Condor-G [10], and InteGrade
[11] began to use grid middleware to allow the aggregation of idle or dedicated
resources available in different administrative domains.
All of the aforementioned projects execute grid tasks directly on the physical
resources using a desktop client installed on each desktop computer, so they have
some problems to support new or existing applications, such as application portability to different architectures or operating systems, isolation of environment used by
the owner-user and grid user (security, intrusion, and checkpoint issues), and modification of legacy or new applications. When virtualization technologies appear,
projects such as XtremWeb [12], OurGrid [13], ShareGrid [14], CernVM [15],
BOINC-CernVM [16], SUCSI [17], UnaGrid [18], and Cloud@home [19] began to
use virtual machines to execute the grid tasks. In these projects, a virtual machine
is executed on each desktop computer and used to execute the grid tasks in a
sandbox environment. The use of virtualization imposes some performance degradation issues; however, virtualization facilitates the portability of application to
different architectures and operating systems, the isolation of environments, and
the incorporation or legacy application without requiring recompilations or modifications. With recent virtualization advances, the performance is increasingly
better. UnaGrid [18] is an opportunistic grid solution developed to allow different
research groups to take advantage of the idle processing capabilities available in
the computer labs at a university campus, when they need computational capabilities using an on-demand approach. Unlike OurGrid, ShareGrid, CernVM, and
BOIN-CernVM, UnaGrid was designed to be a large and shared institutional
opportunistic grid (not an Internet DGVCS). The SUCSI project uses a virtualization strategy similar to that used by UnaGrid; however, SUSCI changes the way
researchers execute the applications because it does not allow grid users to customize and execute the application in its native environment (command-line, operating
systems, grid middleware, libraries, etc.). Due to the use of customized virtual clusters (CVCs), in UnaGrid, researchers can continue executing their application in
the native environment and can deploy the CVCs when they need to execute grid
tasks; these features guarantee the high usability and the efficient use of the infrastructure. Cloud@home is a proposal to define a desktop cloud computing solution
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that takes advantage of the benefits of the cloud computing paradigm and the
opportunistic grid systems; although it is a design proposal, it is similar to UnaGrid
in that it also uses an on-demand approach to request resources (or services in the
cloud computing world) when they are needed. However, Cloud@home is designed
to integrate different commercial and open cloud computing service providers, and
heterogeneous and independent nodes as those found in DGVCSs.
18.2.2

Virtualization Technologies

Virtualization is a mechanism used to offer a certain kind of virtual machine environment, which is possible only given the right combination of hardware and software elements [20, 21]. A virtual machine is a software implementation of a computer
that performs applications and programs like a real-life computer. Virtual machines
are divided into two major categories, based on their use and degree of association
to any real computer: (1) A system virtual machine grants an entire system platform,
which carries out the execution of a complete operating system, and (2) on the
contrary, a process virtual machine is intended to support a single process execution
[20]. An essential characteristic of a virtual machine is that the software running
inside is limited to the resources and abstractions provided by the configuration
of the virtual machine, meaning it cannot use more than the values it has configured
as part of its virtual world. System virtual machines allow sharing the underlying
physical machine resources between different environments, each one running its
own operating system [22, 23]. The software layer controlling the virtualization is
called a hypervisor. The main advantage of this kind of virtual machine is that
several operating system platforms can coexist on the same physical machine in
total isolation from each other. This way, some quality of service is provided because
virtual machines configured with limits can use only the amount of resources it has
set as its virtual world or has been enforced to set. There are many types of virtual
machine software that provide the aforementioned characteristics, the most popular
being Virtual Box, VMware, and Xen. UnaGrid uses VMware Workstation [24] to
manage each virtual machine (e.g., operations such as start, resume, and power-off)
and VMware Player as the system virtual machine. UnaGrid also uses the hardwareassisted virtualization (or native virtualization) features available in desktops with
physical processors that support this technology, such as AMD-V [25] and Intel-VT
[26]. The use of this technology improves the performance when grid applications
are executed in virtual machines.
18.2.3

Energy Consumption on Opportunistic Grids

Virtualization technologies have been used in data centers for different purposes,
one of which is energy consumption saving. Different analyses have shown than
virtualization technologies allow reduction of the energy consumption by more than
30% [27]; depending on the energy optimization techniques, the virtualization technologies, and the application and operating systems executed on virtual machines,
this percentage may vary [28]. In conventional computing clusters, the energy consumption is based mainly on the consumption of servers and cooling systems. In
desktop grids, the energy consumption is based on the consumption of the desktop
machines used to execute the grid tasks. Cooling consumption is not taken into
account due to desktop machines being regularly available in large open spaces. Few
efforts have been developed to analyze the energy consumption in opportunistic
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grids. From the energy consumption point of view, most desktop grids select the
resources to execute grid tasks using an algorithm that takes into account only the
best physical resource to execute the jobs without having in mind the energy consumption used to execute the tasks. Regarding the Condor project, an effort [29]
has been made to analyze the energy consumption of a Condor cluster and to optimize the energy consumption when desktops used to execute the grid tasks are
selected. A more detailed and general project, termed DEGISCO, has been proposed [30]. This DEGISCO proposal examines several aspects of energy consumption and computational performance of different desktop grids around the world;
however, at the time of this publication, the project is in its initial phase. In the
current UnaGrid implementation, when a user requires the execution of virtual
machines, these virtual machines are deployed on turned-on desktops using a
random algorithm, without taking into account the current state of the desktop
(turned off, hibernating, idle, or busy), and we consider that the energy consumption
used to execute a grid task on a virtual machine depends on the state of the desktop
used to execute it.
18.3

UNAGRID Infrastructure

18.3.1 UnaGrid Architecture
UnaGrid is a virtual opportunistic grid infrastructure that takes advantage of the
idle processing capabilities available in the computer labs of Universidad de los
Andes. UnaGrid was designed to meet four main goals:
1. to allow the aggregation of the idle processing capabilities available in heterogeneous computer labs
2. to allow different research groups to use those capabilities when they require
HPC, using an on-demand approach
3. to allow researchers to continue executing applications in the native environment and using the cluster or grid middleware they have been using
4. to operate without being intrusive to the owner-users of the desktops.
To achieve these goals, virtualization technologies are used. Virtualization allows
the deployment, on-demand, of several scalable CVCs capable of providing the
amount of HPC required for the development of different projects. A CVC is a set
of interconnected desktops executing virtual machines through virtualization tools.
A virtual cluster can be set up on a large number of desktop computers in which a
virtual machine image performs as a slave of the cluster, and a dedicated machine
performs as the master of the virtual cluster. Virtual machines use the idle capabilities permanently while owner-users carry out their daily activities. To operate in a
nonintrusive manner, virtual machines are executed as low-priority background
processes, guaranteeing that the owner-users have available all of the computa
tional resources (if such are required), while the virtual machine consumes only the
resources that the owner-users are not using (or all of these in the case of unused
computers). To facilitate different research groups deploying several CVCs on the
same physical infrastructure, an image of each one of the possible CVCs that may
be executed is stored on each physical computer. The UnaGrid architecture is shown
in Figure 18.1.
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GRID COMMUNITY
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Slave

CVC B

Slave

Slave

Slave

Computer Lab 3
User CVC B

User CVC D
CVC D

Slave Slave
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Slave

Slave
Master
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Grid

Master
Slave

Computer Lab 2
CVC C

GUMA
On-Demand
Deployment

Slave

User CVC A

Master

Slave Slave

User CVC D

User CVC B User CVC C
FIGURE 18.1. UnaGrid architecture.

Another aspect to take into account when implementing a CVC is handling the
data corresponding to each application, so a distributed file system would seem to
be a good approach. For UnaGrid, a network file system server is used for the
complete infrastructure. The final users of the UnaGrid infrastructure can customize
a virtual cluster and deploy it over different desktops. The deployment of a virtual
machine requires a specific configuration concerning grid users, applications, and
cluster and grid middleware, such as Condor, Globus, Sun Grid Engine, gLite,
and PBS. The solution implemented is focused on the execution of a single virtual
machine per physical computer in order to avoid competition of resources between
virtual machines, and the collaborative work between research groups. For using the
infrastructure, researchers use a web portal, termed Grid Uniandes Management
Application (GUMA) [18]. GUMA allows for users from different research groups
to deploy, on-demand, CVCs on desktops available in different computer labs,
for specific time periods. GUMA communicates with the Java agents installed on
each desktop to deploy the CVCs required by grid users. GUMA uses a client/server
model with authentication, authorization, and privacy mechanisms, providing many
services to manage the UnaGrid infrastructure from thin clients (only a Web browser
is required), hiding the complexities associated with the location, distribution,
and heterogeneity of computing resources and providing an intuitive graphical user
interface (GUI). Management services include selection, shutdown, and monitoring
of physical and virtual machines. Grid users can also manage their own virtual
machines. GUMA is the main contribution of UnaGrid to DGVCSs because it gives
high usability to an opportunistic system, using an on-demand deployment approach.
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UnaGrid Implementation

UnaGrid has been tested executing applications from several scientific domains, all
of them bag-of-tasks applications, including biology, chemical, and industrial engineering applications. In the biology domain, the HAMMER application was utilized
in the analysis of genetic sequencing of the Phytophthora infestans genome [31]. In
the chemical domain, the BSGrid application was used for the simulation of the
Bacillus thuringiensis bacterium [32], and in the industrial engineering domain,
the JG2A framework was used to solve an optimization problem in the routing of
vehicles and design of routes [33]. When grid users require large processing capabilities, the addition of CVCs becomes handy. There are three options to make this
feasible: (1) Configure and deploy more virtual cluster images; (2) take advantage
of the aggregate capabilities of computer resources offered by some schedulers; and
(3) install a grid middleware on master nodes allowing the execution of applications
on different virtual clusters. To manage this situation, Globus Toolkit 4.2 is used, so
the installation of a certificate authority becomes essential. The UnaGrid implementation is shown in Figure 18.2.

Cluster/Grid
User
Job Submission

Cluster/Grid
User
Job Submission

Cluster/Grid
User
Job Submission
VMWare
Globus

ESX Server
Globus

Master Industrial Master Chemical
Engineering CVC Engineering CVC

Globus

Master
GISELA CVC

Master
Bioinformaties CVC

Computer Labs
Computer Lab - Wuaira 1

Web Server

Cluster/Grid
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Computer Lab - Wuaira 2

GUMA

Cluster/Grid
User

Cluster/Grid
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FIGURE 18.2. UnaGrid implementation.
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Energy Consumption Model

Currently, all of the desktops that may execute as virtual machines are always turned
on during business hours (6 am–9 pm). As mentioned above, UnaGrid currently
selects the physical machine to execute virtual machines using a random algorithm;
however, the physical machines may be in four possible states (idle, busy, hibernating, turned off) and those states are not taken into account by UnaGrid where new
virtual machines are going to be executed. Our hypothesis is focused in that UnaGrid
should select physical machines where there are users doing daily tasks. Although
this can be contradictory with the idea of getting the maximum resources for our
CVCs, we advocate that the gain in energy savings is greater than the loss in computing power available for the scientific applications running on UnaGrid.
18.4.1

Energy Consumption for a Physical Machine

Let us suppose there is a real function f that returns the energy consumption
rate of a physical computer given its CPU usage percentage. Let assume that f is
crescent, so

δf
> 0, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 100.
δx

(18.1)

When a computer is being used (busy state), its monitor is power up, so the function
that describes the energy consumption rate (ECR) of a computer with a user is
fuser = f ( x) + MEC,

(18.2)

where monitor energy consumption (MEC) is the energy consumed by the monitor
when there is a user using a physical machine. In idle state, the monitor is turned
off automatically, so in any other state, the monitor is turned off.
When there are no virtual machines in execution on a physical desktop, the
energy consumption rates and CPU usage of a desktop according to the possible
desktop states are as shown in Table 18.1, where Puser is the mean processor usage
when there is a user using a physical machine (state 2) and Euser is the energy consumption rate of a physical machine when there is a user using it. Ehib is the energy
consumption rate when a physical machine is hibernated (state 3).
When a virtual machine of the UnaGrid infrastructure is being executed on a
physical machine, we assume the physical machines increase the processor usage to

TABLE 18.1. Energy Consumption Rate and Processor Usage
for Desktops Computers
Computer State
1
2
3
4

Pr

(idle)
(busy)
(hibernation)
(turned off)

Energy Consumption Rate
without Virtual Machine

Mean Processor
Usage

f(0)
Euser
Ehib
0

0
Puser
0
0
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TABLE 18.2. Energy Consumption Rate and Processor Usage
for Desktops Computers Running Virtual Machines
Energy Consumption Rate with
Virtual Machine

Computer State
1
2
3
4

(idle)
(busy)
(hibernation)
(turned off)

f(100)
f(100) + MEC
f(100)
f(100)

TABLE 18.3. ECR Used by UnaGrid Intensive-Computing Task
ECR for Intensive-Computing Task
Computer State

Execution Time

1 (idle)

f(100) − f(0)

Ti
100
Ti
Pfree
Ti
Ti

2 (busy)
3 (hibernation)
4 (turned off)

13

(ECR with VM − ECR without VM)

f(100) + MEC − Euser
f(100) − Ehib
f(100)

14

VM, virtual machine.

100%. So, in Table 18.2, we present the energy consumption rate, for each state, of
a desktop computer running virtual machines executing CPU-intensive tasks.
If we suppose that the execution time of a CPU-intensive task is linearly proportional to the amount of free processor used of the machine that is running it, we
have the following execution time for a grid task:
Ti ( Pfree ) =

100
Ti,
Pfree

(18.3)

where T is the amount of time needed to run the task when the physical machine
has all its free CPU, and Ti is the time required to execute a grid task in a busy
desktop with a free CPU capacity of Pfree. The amount of energy and time needed
to run a CPU-intensive task is shown in Table 18.3 (obtained from Tables 18.1 and
18.2 and Equation 18.3).
To define which is the best state to execute virtual machines, we executed different experimental tests, as shown in the next section.
18.4.2

Energy Consumption for a Computer Lab

To scale the energy consumption of a computer lab, we use three consumption
energy values for a desktop machine: (1) a minimum (min) when the machine is
idle, (2) an average (avg) when an owner-user is making use of a physical machine,
and (3) a maximum (max) when a physical machine has both environments running
or just the HPC environment. To simplify the model during the calculation of a
complete lab, the hibernation and turned-off states were grouped into the idle state
due to the fact that in the current UnaGrid implementation, the machines are always
turned on during business hours. With these assumptions, if during a time period
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there exist n physical machines available, m of which are vacant for HPC tasks, u
has an owner-user working, and a virtual cluster of l virtual machines needs to be
initiated. A dedicated cluster has an expected energy consumption of E_HPC =
l × f(max) + (m − 1) × f(min), and a computer lab environment has an expected
energy consumption of Eu = u × f(avg) + (n − u) × f(min) during the time the HPC
environment is running. In a computer lab environment, with n physical machines
available, u of which have an owner-user working, and a virtual cluster of l virtual
machines needs to be initiated, there are two ways to choose the physical machines
where GUMA will start the virtual machines: (1) randomly or (2) where there
are users working. The first approach can be modeled using hypergeometric distribution causing the expected number of machines to launch where the owner-user
is μ = (u × 1/n). Thus, the energy consumption expected during the job execution is
Er = l × f (max ) + (u − µ ) × f (avg) + [ n − u − (l − µ )] × f (min).

4

(18.4)

On the other hand, for the second approach, as it will first choose the machines
where there are users working, the energy consumption expected is
Es = l × f (max ) + (u − l ) × f (avg) + (n − u) × f (min) l ≤ u
Es = l × f (max ) + (n − l ) × f (min) l > u.

(18.5)

Let us say that the current energy consumption rate of a dedicated cluster and a
computer lab while UnaGrid is not in execution can be expressed as ET = E_HPC + Eu.
When UnaGrid is in execution, it is easy to see that Es ≤ Er. Moreover, Er ≤ ET,
which implies that opportunistic grids are energy-savers. The percentage gained by
randomly chosen physical machines is Gr = (ET − Er)/Er and by selectively chosen
physical machines is Gs = (ET − Es)/Es. So, the approach used by GUMA aims to
minimize the energy consumption.
18.5

Experimental Results

We execute tests to evaluate the UnaGrid intrusion level over owner-user, to calculate the energy consumption rate of a single desktop machine and a complete
computer lab, and to analyze the performance of the UnaGrid infrastructure to
execute grid tasks.
Two computer labs were used to deploy the UnaGrid infrastructure described
here. The experimental grid task for each scenario was a multiple multiplication
of double-precision matrices. The virtualization technology used was VMware
Workstation, with four cores for each virtual machine, and currently, our desktop
computers have the following configuration:
•

•

Pr

5

Hardware configuration of physical machines: processor, Intel Core™ i5,
3.33 GHz; disk space, 250 GB; memory, 8 GB; operating system, Windows 7
Professional; network interface card, 1.
Hardware configuration of virtual machines: processors, four virtual cores; disk
space, 20 GB; memory, 2 GB; operating system, Debian 5.0; virtual network
interface card, 1.
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TABLE 18.4. Results for Disk Usage
Scenario
Without running VM
Running VM with one core
Running VM with two cores

File Size (GB)

Zip Completion Time

1
1
1

521.16
526.63
527.06

15

The grid tasks used to measure the profit of the opportunistic infrastructure consists
of executing 100 × 100 matrix (A) multiplication tasks to compute A40,000.
18.5.1

Intrusion Level

The tests we performed aimed at measuring the impact of executing an HPC virtual
machine on a desktop computer. We wanted to know how owner-users are perturbed because of the execution of jobs in the virtual machine as well as how efficient a virtual cluster as a tool for HPC is. Three different variables determine the
overall performance of an application: I/O, CPU, and memory consumption. As we
are proposing a virtual environment for execution of CPU-intensive applications,
we will not consider the I/O requests from the computing environment. Also, as
memory consumption is limited by the virtual machine configuration, we do not
have to study its impact on the owner-user experience. The only impact we have
to analyze is the one caused by the use of the CPU. We simulated then different
kinds of owner-users sharing their physical machines with CPU-intensive grid
environments.
18.5.1.1 I/O Performance To measure the impact of the HPC virtual machine
on the I/O performance for the owner-user, a file was zipped in this environment
and the completion time is taken, first, without running a virtual machine and then,
running a virtual machine with one and two cores, respectively. The results for this
test are presented in Table 18.4. The performances of the I/O operations are not
greatly impacted by the addition of a running virtual machine with two cores (less
than 3%). The reason for this is that the grid tasks running in the virtual machines
do not require a large amount of I/O resources in order to be executed. Thus,
the additional time required to complete the file zipping is not noticeable by the
owner-user.
18.5.1.2 CPU Performance The goal of this experiment is to measure the
amount of CPU lost by the owner-user when his or her host is used for an HPC
virtual machine. A Java application that requires a large amount of CPU resources
as owner-user is executing a task and the completion time of the task was taken,
first, without running a virtual machine and, second, running a virtual machine with
one and two cores. The tasks consisted of a simple test using a naive algorithm. The
results for this test are presented in Table 18.5. For this scenario, the CPU usage
perception is not affected by the use of a running virtual machine with one and two
cores (less than 1%).
One observation is that both environments (owner-user and HPC virtual machine)
share the two cores of the underlying physical machine (i.e., as the owner-user
process does not require the whole computing power); one core is used by this

6
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TABLE 18.5. Results for CPU Usage
Scenario

File Size (GB)

Task Completion Time

524,287
524,287
524,287

98.01
98.42
99.46

Without running VM
Running VM with one core
Running VM with two cores

16
17

100

(Task Manager)

CPU Usage

120
80
60
40
20
0
User
Processes
HPC Process

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2 10 22 38 50 76 92 50 99
98 90 78 62 50 24 8 50 1

FIGURE 18.3. CPU usage for HPC and owner-user processes.

process and the other one is used by the HPC environment. To explore this subject,
it is necessary to look at another scenario, one where the user process demands the
whole computing power. We analyzed the CPU usage of the owner-user and the
HPC virtual machine when both environments are in execution; the results are
shown in Figure 18.3.
An HPC virtual machine and an owner-user virtual machine were initiated. Both
virtual machines were configured with two cores and two CPU-intensive tasks,
setting the priority for the HPC computing process to idle. In Figure 18.3, point (1)
represents the situation when the HPC process is consuming all computing power
because the owner-user is not processing CPU-intensive tasks. In points (2) and
(3), the owner-user processes starts demanding more computing power. In points
(4)–(7), the owner-user initiates a virtual machine and starts demanding computing
power to complete the process. Then, when the owner-user virtual machine is completely initiated, the operating system yields 50% CPU usage for each environment
(point 8). Finally, in point (9), when a CPU-intensive task is sent by the owner-user,
all CPU resources are completely granted to the owner-user processes. Here, it is
clear that the operating system yields the computing power to the owner-user processes because they have higher priority than the HPC virtual machine. As a result,
the tasks in the HPC environment are not progressing to achieve their goal, and
they will take longer to completely finish. Here, we see one of the costs of maintaining both environments in a single desktop computer and permitting the isolation of
them. In the next section we explore this subject in more detail.
18.5.2
Pr

Energy Consumption Rate for a Single Desktop Machine

Several tests were made to measure the energy consumption function of a single
machine. To measure the consumed energy, we used a HAMEG HM8115-2
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TABLE 18.6. Energy Consumption versus CPU Usage
CPU Usage

Mean energy
Consumption Rate

Standard Deviation

47.089
55.175
67.979
74.579
72.356
73.637
77.581
81.247
86.493
85.597
85.272
86.866
88.014
91.668
91.510
92.881
95.052
96.108
96.600
96.752

2601
3.773
1.359
1.078
0.565
2.230
2.682
2.691
1.862
2.095
0.930
1.735
1.196
1.106
1.240
0.384
0.816
1.120
0.791
0.115

Energy consumption rate (W)

1
5
10
15
20
26
30
35
40
45
50
55
61
65
70
75
81
85
90
100

100
90
y = 45.341x0.1651
R2 = 0.9761

80
70
60
50
40

0

20

40
60
80
CPU usage
Measures
Regression

100

FIGURE 18.4. Energy consumption rate versus CPU usage.

wattmeter connected to a computer. We used a computer lab desktop machine and
ran a CPU-intensive application that allows us to obtain a stable CPU usage for our
tests. For each test case, we measured the energy consumption rate of the computer
each second on a lapse of 47 seconds. With these data, we obtained an energy consumption rate profile for a physical machine executing CPU-intensive applications.
The results are shown in Table 18.6.
To define a function f(x) that returns the energy consumption rate (ECR) of a
desktop given its CPU usage, we calculate a regression with the data of Table 18.6.
Figure 18.4 shows the regression and data used to predict the energy consumption
rate of a machine based on CPU usage.
Taking into account the above results, each computer state of a physical machine
without executing a virtual machine has the energy consumption rates and processor
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TABLE 18.7. Experimental Results of ECR Used by a Physical
Machine without a VM
Computer State
1
2
3
4

(idle)
(busy)
(hibernation)
(turned off)

Energy Consumption
Rate (W) without VM

Mean Processor
Usage (%)

47
87
3
0

0
10
0
0

TABLE 18.8. Experimental Results of ECR Used by a Physical
Machine Running a VM
Computer State
1
2
3
4

(idle)
(busy)
(hibernation)
(turned off)

Mean Energy Consumption
Rate with VM (W)

Mean Processor
Usage (%)

96
116
93
96

100
100
100
0100

18

Percentage of CPU Used

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

00
9:
0
10 0
:0
11 0
:0
12 0
:0
13 0
:0
14 0
:0
15 0
:0
16 0
:0
17 0
:0
18 0
:0
19 0
:0
20 0
:0
21 0
:0
0

00

8:

7:

6:

00

0

Hour of the Day
FIGURE 18.5. CPU usage per hour.

usage presented in Table 18.7. The mean percentage usage when there is a user using
a desktop machine (Puser) was calculated analyzing the CPU consumption of a computer lab (70 computers) during 1 month; Figure 18.5 shows the average CPU usage
during daylight working hours where the computer laboratories are open to students. On the average, CPU utilization does not exceed 10%; this value is consistent
with different works on this same subject [34, 35].
In Table 18.8, we present the ECR of a desktop machine running an HPC virtual
machine for each state.
Taking into account the results of Tables 18.3, 18.7, and 18.8, the amount of energy
and the time needed to run a CPU-intensive task (which takes a time T to be
executed in a dedicated computer) in a UnaGrid virtual machine executed on a
desktop computer that can be in four possible states are shown in Table 18.9.
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TABLE 18.9. Experimental Results of ECR Used by a Physical
Machine Running a VM
Computer State
1 (idle)
2 (busy)
3 (hibernation)
4 (turned off)

Execution Time
with VM (W)

Mean
ECR (W)

Energy
Consumption

T
10
T
9
T
T

49

49 W × T

29

32 W × T

93
96

93 W × T
96 W × T

TABLE 18.10. Energy Consumption Rate When Several Virtual Machines (VMs) Are Executed
per Physical Machine
VM
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
4

CPUs per VM

Total Running Jobs

CPU Usage

Mean ECR (W)

4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1

0
2
4
0
2
4
0
2
4

1
50
100
1
50
100
1
50
100

48.93
84.03
90.01
49.38
84.68
90.86
49.62
85.07
89.67

Results of Table 18.9 show that from the energy consumption point of view, the
best desktop machines to deploy UnaGrid virtual machines are those being used
(state 2), followed by the machines that are in idle state (state 1), hibernation (state
3), and turned off (state 4).
Because the desktop machines in the future will have more processing cores, we
also executed tests to measure the energy consumption rate for a physical machine
running one, two, and four virtual machines executing grid tasks. In Table 18.10, we
can see, for each test, the number of running virtual machines, the number of cores
assigned per virtual machine, and the number of total running jobs.
Results in Table 18.10 show that if multiple virtual machines are executed on a
desktop computer, the ECR used by the grid tasks is very close to that used when
a single virtual machine is executed.
18.5.3

Energy Consumption Tests for a Complete Computer Lab

These tests were executed to evaluate the energy consumption of a complete computer lab used to execute grid tasks. As a first step, we calculated the energy consumption rate of a computer lab on a typical day and compared it with the energy
consumption rate when executing HPC virtual machines. Figure 18.6 shows
the ECR of a computer lab with 70 physical machines in each case. As can be
seen, the ECR is increased when executing HPC tasks (as expected). The baseline
under the 5 kW corresponds to the actual consumption of the computer lab with
no students or virtual machines using it. A global energy saving, only for using
UnaGrid to support HPC tasks (independent of the desktop computers state used
to execute virtual machines), is close to 55% considering that, currently, this ECR
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Energy consumption rate (W)
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14:01
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12:35
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10:26
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7:34

0

Day hour
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FIGURE 18.6. Computer lab energy consumption.

TABLE 18.11. Energy Consumption per Environment
Cluster Size
(Cores)
20
40
60
80
100
200
268

Opportunistic Grid

Dedicated
Cluster (kW)

User Lab
(kW)

Energy

Gain

0.55
1.1
1.65
2.2
2.75
5.5
7.37

0.33
0.61
1.0
1.35
1.68
3.39
4.55

0.54
1.08
1.63
2.20
2.77
5.47
7.29

61
62
64
61
60
62
62

is used permanently during business hours. As we mentioned before, the grid tasks
used to measure the profit of the opportunistic infrastructure consists in executing
100 × 100 matrix (A) multiplication tasks to compute A40,000.
To measure all costs generated by the maintenance of an opportunistic grid,
another scenario was established. The intention is to measure and compare the
number of finished jobs and the amount of energy consumed to complete grid jobs.
The experimental task for the scenario was the same multiple multiplication of
double-precision matrices.
For this scenario, we used a computer lab with up to 268 cores. For the whole lab,
we measured the average ECR when exclusively owner-users use the computers
(user lab), when there are HPC virtual machines exclusively executing (dedicated
cluster), and when both environments are in execution (opportunistic grid). Table
18.11 shows the detailed results. To avoid the need to reserve all computers to make
dedicated tests, we reserved 10 computers and then we extrapolated the data for
each cluster size. We show measures to different cluster sizes.
Based on the observations of the UnaGrid infrastructure, at least 60% of the
physical machines are being used at any moment. As Table 18.11 shows, the average
gain by using machines on an opportunistic model is about 61% for each test, a very
significant value in terms of energy saving.
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FIGURE 18.7. Completed jobs per machine.
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FIGURE 18.8. Average completed jobs by cluster type.

18.5.4

Performance Degradation Perceived by Grid Users

To test the performance degradation when grid users executed tasks on a CVC, a
comparison of computational power between both environments was made by starting 40,000 jobs on 67 computers and varying the number of machines needed to
perform HPC tasks during 6.2 hours. Ten of these computers had been reserved so
no owner-users could use them. Figure 18.7 shows the number of completed jobs
for each machine after 140 minutes of execution. As can be seen, the behavior of
machines is approximately the same when they are reserved compared with when
they are not. This shows that computer labs’ potential is being underutilized by
owner-users.
As the behavior of machines in both opportunistic and dedicated clusters is fairly
equal, we calculated the average behavior of each environment using a smaller scale.
Figure 18.8 shows in a detailed way the behavior of each environment under the
test. The figure shows the number of completed jobs on lapses of 10 minutes. From
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this figure, we see that a dedicated machine can complete on average 6% more jobs
than an opportunistic one, validating our original hypothesis.

18.6

Conclusions and Future Work

Opportunistic grids are a good alternative to develop HPC. In this work, we presented an opportunistic grid infrastructure that uses virtualization technologies to
provide complete isolation between both environments: grid computing and owneruser ones. The results showed that giving low priority to the CVCs does not disturb
the owner-users, who were targeted to reap the profits of the technology investments
originally. Another important aspect showed in this work is that virtualization allows
not only an efficient computational environment but also an energy-efficient and
scalable opportunistic environment [36]. Using existing resources, industries can
reduce technology investments, and the isolation of both environments allows
reduction of the energy costs. When a CVC needs to be initiated, two approaches
are possible: (1) Choose the idle physical machines and (2) choose physical machines
where there are users working [37]. No matter which strategy is used, experimental
results show that opportunistic environments offer better gains in terms of energy
consumption. Comparing the two approaches presented, the gain percentage of
energy saving using busy desktop computers was always greater than the other
approaches. It is important to show some observations regarding the number of
people using the computer labs on a daily basis. Almost 60% of the physical machines
are being used at any moment, which gives a considerable saving percentage
in energy consumption. Owner-users use a maximum of 10% of the CPU, so the
UnaGrid infrastructure can take advantage permanently of most of the CPU capabilities available in computer labs.
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